
 

July 19, 2013 
 
Marilyn Tavenner 
Administrator 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services  
Department of Health and Human Services  
Room 445-G, Hubert H. Humphrey Building  
200 Independence Avenue, SW  
Washington, DC 20201  
 
Submitted via the Federal Rulemaking Portal www.regulations.gov   
 
Re: CMS-9957-P 
 
Dear Ms. Tavenner,  
 
I am writing on behalf of The National Association of Health Underwriters (NAHU), a professional association 
representing more than 100,000 licensed health insurance agents, brokers, general agents, consultants and employee 
benefit specialists nationally. We are pleased to provide comments on the proposed rule titled "Proposed Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act; Program Integrity: Exchange, SHOP, Premium Stabilization Programs and Market 
Standards" that was published on June 19, 2013, in Volume 78, No. 118 of the Federal Register.  
 
The members of NAHU work on a daily basis to help millions of individuals and employers of all sizes purchase, 
administer and utilize health insurance coverage. A representative group of health insurance agents and brokers helped 
to develop these comments, which have been organized by topic, so please note that they reflect the views of experts 
who fully understand the needs and interests of private health insurance consumers who purchase coverage at the 
individual and group level. 
 
Guaranteed Renewability and Availability of Coverage 
The final market reform rule issued by HHS on February 22, 2013, addressed a significant implementation concern that 
NAHU members have expressed for some time with regard to participation and contribution requirements currently 
imposed by issuers as a condition of quoting and issuing coverage. These requirements have a potential detrimental 
impact on an employer's ability to comply with the law's employer shared-responsibility requirements. In the February 
22 rule, HHS specified that, due to shared-responsibility requirement concerns, group issuers may not require any 
participation and/or contribution requirements of employers, but may limit small-group employers that could not meet 
traditional market-driven requirements to a one-month open-enrollment period of November 15 to December 15. 
 
NAHU members appreciated that stipulation but, as we noted in our March 18 comment letter to the Department of 
Treasury concerning the proposed employers’ shared-responsibility requirement rule, it actually led to some market-
based confusion. Our membership reported that various issuers interpreted the provision differently, with some 
expressing the view that it did not apply to the large-group market and others expressing that participation and 
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contribution requirements could not be imposed as a condition of proposing new coverage, but could be required on 
renewal.   
 
NAHU appreciates that Sections 147.104 and 147.106 of this proposed rule do clarify that coverage must be offered to 
both large and small groups both initially and at renewal without caveat other than the stipulation that the market-
based participation and contribution requirements may be imposed in the small-group market outside of the mandatory 
open-enrollment window of November 15 to December 15. However, our members have identified a number of other 
unresolved issues with regard to how these requirements will be implemented in the marketplace, and we would 
appreciate additional clarification in the final rule. 
 
One question that comes up repeatedly in discussions with employer clients is if these requirements apply only to 
issuers of fully insured group coverage or if they also apply to the stop-loss insurance issuers that provide a backstop to 
self-funded and partially self-funded group benefit plans. Stop-loss carriers routinely impose participation and 
contribution requirements as a condition of extending coverage, in large part to ensure that the employer group plan 
has the critical mass and financial commitment to handle the risk involved. Eliminating the stop-loss issuers’ ability to 
impose those requirements could have a substantial impact on the price and availability of that coverage, and allowing 
stop-loss issuers to continue to impose such requirements on employers that purchase such coverage as part of their 
self-funding arrangements when similar requirements are not allowed of fully insured coverage offerings will have a 
marketplace and employer-choice impact too. HHS needs to be aware of each but, more important; clarification needs 
to be made so that employers and their professional benefit advisors can make reasoned decisions about coverage 
options moving forward.  
 
Another issue where NAHU would appreciate clarification is if issuers may charge groups more in either the large- or 
small-group market if they do not meet market-determined participation and/or contribution conditions. Such 
surcharges are commonly offered as a condition of issuing coverage in some states today for groups that come close to 
meeting participation requirements but do not quite make the issuer-imposed threshold. The regulatory guidance to 
date is clear about requiring issuers to quote coverage options without condition, but not clear on whether not there 
may be a price consequence.    
 
NAHU also would appreciate clarification from HHS as to what will constitute valid coverage waivers moving forward 
with regard to participation and contribution requirements that may be imposed by small-group issuers on employers 
seeking coverage outside of the open-enrollment window. Generally, participation requirements may vary by state, 
issuer and market segment, and to obtain valid quotes for coverage, employers (and their brokers) need to demonstrate 
that somewhere between 60 and 75 percent of eligible employees will either enroll in a plan or produce a waiver that 
demonstrates they have other "valid" coverage. What constitutes a valid waiver of coverage also varies, but generally it 
includes other employer coverage such as a spouse's or parent's plan or another health plan offered by the 
employer. Public programs like CHIP and Medicaid and Medicare may count as a valid waiver, but frequently they do 
not. Very importantly, individual coverage is rarely counted as a valid coverage waiver. Given the new marketplace 
opportunities for subsidized coverage and the potential for low-income employees of small employers who have no 
shared-responsibility obligations to seek subsidized coverage through an exchange, we believe a stipulation that 



 

exchange-based coverage must be considered a valid waiver would be very helpful for the stability of small-employer 
plans. 
 
A final concern regarding participation requirements is what will happen to small employers with non-calendar year 
plans currently in-force that experience trouble meeting participation and contribution requirements. Small-group 
policies renew throughout the year, and many employers have valid business reasons for wanting to keep their plan 
anniversary date at a time of year other than between November 15 and December 15. However, our concern is that the 
advent of subsidized exchange policies could substantially impact participation in small-group plans among lower-paid 
employees, given that small employers have no consequence if they offer coverage that may not meet the affordability 
test for every employee. Small employers that previously did not have a problem meeting minimum participation could 
encounter problems in the new marketplace. Under the current requirements, could the current issuer impose 
contribution and participation requirements at renewal if the employer were unable to meet minimum participation 
requirements and the renewal date was outside the open-enrollment window? What if the small employer would like to 
switch plans or issuers? Will the small-employer plan with newfound participation problems be required to disband and 
then attempt to resume coverage during the open-enrollment window, which could be months away? 
 
This concern could have particular impact on companies that are small-employer groups for the purposes of the 
insurance products they may buy but, due to a large number of part-time employees or status within a controlled group, 
are also considered to be a large employer for the purposes of the PPACA shared-responsibility requirements. According 
to the proposed employer shared-responsibility rule, non-calendar-year plans may lose their transition relief if they 
change their plan anniversary date now. While the recent one-year delay of the employer responsibility penalties may 
ultimately render this point moot, right now the status of existing transition relief remains unclear. If current transition 
relief is extended by a year into 2015, then any employers affected by the employer responsibility rule who also need to 
buy small-group coverage and may have participation concerns would be unable to switch their renewal date to the 
open-enrollment window and still maintain their transition relief. If they lost their coverage because participation 
requirements they could not meet were imposed at their off-calendar-year renewal date, then the small employer 
would be subject to a penalty for not offering coverage.  
 
Recommendations 
In the final rule, clarification is needed on the following points regarding participation and contribution requirements: 
 
• Does the term “group” issuer extend to the issuers of stop-loss policies purchased by self-funded or partially 
self-funded employer group plans? 
 
• Will premium surcharges be permitted by issuers for groups in either the large-group or small-group market if 
the group does not meet market-driven participation and contribution standards?   
 
• What constitutes a valid waiver for participation and contribution requirements that may be imposed by small-
group issuers outside the defined open-enrollment window of November 15-December 15? Specifically, a determination 
is needed if an employee who obtains subsidized individual coverage through an exchange may be counted as a valid 
waiver from the participation count of the group.   



 

 
• For small employers with an off-calendar-year renewal or those that already renewed their policy for 2013 
through 2014 and who would like to change plans or carriers in 2015, do they need to move their plan effective date to 
the open-enrollment window if they have participation/contribution concerns? If so, how would this impact the shared-
responsibility transition relief for employers with non-calendar-year plans who have to purchase “small-group” coverage 
due to the number of “full-time” employees they have accepting their plan offering, but are a “large group” for the 
purposes of the law’s shared-responsibility requirements?   
 
Impact of the Proposed Transition to Year-End and Calendar-Year Renewals 
As a result of the participation and contribution open-enrollment period that has been created for small-employer 
groups, many businesses are shifting their plan anniversary dates to within that window. Furthermore, the proposed 
rule in §147.104(b)(2) establishes that by January 1, 2015, all non-grandfathered individual-market plans, including both 
exchange and non-exchange plans, be offered on a calendar-year basis. While December 1 and January 1 are common 
health plan renewal dates for many, for millions more, health coverage renews at other times of the year, particularly in 
the individual market.   
 
We understand that the proposed shift to calendar-year coverage in the individual market may be an attempt to 
mitigate adverse selection, encourage continuous coverage and discourage enrollment outside of the October 1-
December 31 open-enrollment period without a qualifying event. However, we are unclear why in-force policies must 
shift their renewal dates instead of simply renewing them with new QHP policies whenever their plan-year anniversary 
may fall. Further, while concentrating enrollment all in one time period for exchange-based policies may make sense for 
the efficiency of the exchanges, why should issuers be limited from offering off-exchange policies year-round?    
 
We have strong concerns about federal policy that essentially requires millions of Americans to review their benefits, 
make coverage changes and possibly change plans altogether each year all at the same time. Compounding the problem 
is that the individual market and small-group open-enrollment dates coincide with the holiday season and the Medicare 
open-enrollment season. The vast majority of beneficiaries in all of these markets need assistance with open-enrollment 
processes and choices. Plus, simply processing renewals is extremely taxing on the systems of issuers and those who 
provide enrollment support to issuers and consumers. NAHU members are extremely concerned that individuals and 
small employers will not be able to get all of the customer support they need if the majority of all small-employer plans 
and virtually all individual-market plans have the same anniversary date.     
 
Recommendations 
All people with in-force individual policies prior to January 1, 2014, (including grandfathered and non- grandfathered 
plans) should be allowed the discretion to maintain their current anniversary date to renew their existing plan and/or 
switch to a different plan or issuer on their current plan anniversary date. 
 
Rather than requiring that all small-group issuers provide an open-enrollment window free  of participation and 
contribution requirements between November 15 and December 15 annually, merely require that each small-group 
issuer provide one month minimum without requirements, but allow the issuer to select the month  so that small-group 
enrollments are  spread across the calendar year.  



 

 
Allow individuals to purchase off-exchange individual coverage any point of time in the year without a qualifying event. 
However, to prevent adverse selection, allow issuers to impose late-enrollment penalties. 
 
Introduction of New Products throughout the Year 
The proposed rule, via its single risk-pool requirements, appears to prohibit introduction of non-exchange QHP products 
throughout the year. Instead, it would require premiums for non-exchange and exchange products to be filed 
simultaneously once a year. The statute does not include this limitation, and we have serious concerns that it will limit 
consumer choice and access to innovative and affordable new products as they are developed. It's a requirement that 
really runs contrary to longstanding federal and state efforts to promote speed to market with regard to consumer 
insurance product offerings across all lines of coverage as well.   
 
Recommendation 
We recommend that new product introductions be permitted once per month in the final rule, following the normal 
state review and approval processes, provided that premium filings are based on the carrier's rate composite for the 
applicable single risk pool for that calendar year.   
 
Standards for Privacy Breach Reporting 
NAHU has concerns about the practicality of the proposed requirement in §155.280(c) that would require business 
partners of federally facilitated and partnership exchanges to report privacy or security breaches within an hour. This 
standard will be extremely hard to meet and is inconsistent with breach-reporting standards required by the Medicare 
program and in the HIPAA reporting rule that are used in the marketplace today. We are concerned that the standards 
proposed will result in significant over-reporting of potential problems rather than thorough reporting of true problems 
that the exchanges and consumers and other authorities will need to address. Further complicating the issue is the 
proposed rule's lack of clarity as to what a true breach is and what an “incident” is. Simply put, some breaches have the 
potential to cause substantial harm to consumers, whereas others are merely mild incidents without consequence. A 
clear distinction needs to be made between the two, and reporting time frames need not be identical for both. 
 
Recommendation s 
The final rule should be changed to mirror the Medicare standard that requires breach reporting within two business 
days. For incidents, the HIPAA notification rule, which in contrast gives covered entities up to 60 days to publicly 
announce an incident, should be modeled.   
 
The final rule should amend the definitions of “breach” and “incident” to follow the new HIPAA standards, although they 
may need to be amended to be inclusive of the standard of personally identifying information.   
 
Policies and Procedures for Web-Based Brokers  
NAHU has significant concerns with §155.220(c)(4) of the proposed rule. Unless modified, this section could cause 
millions of missed enrollment opportunities for consumers by severely hampering the ability of independent agents and 
brokers to access and market exchange-based individual coverage in federally facilitated and partnership exchange 
states via web-based entities.   



 

 
Due to the delay by HHS of the promised direct broker access portal to the federal facilitated marketplace (FFM) by at 
least a year, and due to limitations that have evolved with the other means independent agents and brokers may have 
to access the FFM, the vast majority of our nation's independent agents and brokers were counting on using web-based 
access provided by subscription-based technology companies or general agencies as their primary point of access to the 
FFM. Unfortunately, the standards for web-based brokers working with subagents or subscribers outlined in the 
proposed §155.220(c)(4), which could cause the web-based broker to lose complete access to the entire FFM due to a 
privacy or security breach caused by a single independent producer, would severely limit the ability of general agencies 
and subscription-based technology companies to provide web-broker services to the thousands of independent 
producers who were planning to rely on them. Further, in the preamble to the proposed rule, CMS discusses the 
possibility of eliminating the ability of web-based entities to provide these services to sub-agents or subscribers who are 
not direct employees altogether. The result of either outcome would be a chilling effect on agent and broker 
participation in the FFM. More important, millions of consumers could be denied the professional advice and year-round 
policy service brokers provide. 
 
It is very important that health insurance consumers have access to agents who operate independently from insurance 
carriers and can be objective when consulting with consumers. These agents already have a strong presence in the 
marketplace. Given the high exchange enrollment targets for 2014, as well as the increased demand for individual 
exchange coverage options in the future due to the new availability of subsidies, the delay in the employer shared-
responsibility requirement penalties and the increased potential for small employers to cease to offer group health 
coverage, the reach of these brokers is poised to extend even further.   
 
While CMS has created two other alternative paths for independent health insurance agents and brokers to access 
federally facilitated and partnership marketplaces--known as the marketplace and issuer models, respectively--both 
have drawbacks that make their long-term functionality questionable for the typical independent producer. Neither 
choice allows smaller agents and brokers to provide online enrollment through their own websites. Concerning the 
issuer option, many issuers will not even have direct agent access ready for the upcoming open-enrollment window. 
Even if they do provide brokers direct access, using any one issuer’s backdoor access does not give the independent 
agent an easy and user-friendly way to comparison-shop various QHP options from multiple issuers with their clients at 
once.   
  
Accessing www.healthcare.gov directly with clients would allow for the agent to showcase multiple issuer options at 
once, but the application process will be more cumbersome for consumers, as they will need to complete the online 
transmission themselves and broker-identifying information will have to be manually transmitted by the consumer. 
Furthermore, if a producer assists a client with purchasing marketplace coverage via www.healthcare.gov, he or she will 
have no easy way of providing the client with ongoing support throughout the plan year, which is a key advantage of 
consumers utilizing the services of independent agents and brokers.   
 
We know that the vast majority of independent agents and brokers do not have the technological and/or financial 
resources to meet the federal exchange’s web-based broker criteria on their own. Nor would it be efficient if the 
nation’s hundreds of thousands of licensed health insurance producers built their own application programming 
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interfaces (API) with the FFM. Fortunately, the private marketplace has responded and has planned ways for 
independent brokers who do not have the means of accessing the FFM on their own to utilize the services of a web-
based entity. Subscription-based technology companies have already invested substantial resources in developing fee-
based platforms intended for registered FFM agents to access. Similarly, our nation’s largest general insurance agencies 
have either gone to great effort to develop their own API platforms, which they plan to share with their sub-producers 
as part of a commission-sharing arrangement, or they have partnered with a technology vendor to provide API access 
for their subagents.  
 
Industry research shows that 48% of individual health insurance polies written today come from independent agents 
who sell less than 25 of such policies per year, since individual is not their core business. Those are the very agents who 
need the services of either subscription-based connection to an API or access offered through a general agency that 
either creates its own API or engages a technology partner. Without a direct online enrollment mechanism that the 
producer can incorporate into his or her own website to assist exchange-based consumers with qualifying for subsidies 
and enrolling in qualified health plan offerings, there is a great risk that agents will disengage. Some agents will feel it is 
just not worth the effort to assist individual clients with obtaining marketplace coverage. Furthermore, a reduction in 
access to agent’s support and technology will hamstring the typical independent agent’s ability to handle the volume of 
business required to make the exchanges successful during the relatively short open-enrollment period at the end of 
each year. 
 
Preventing agents from working through web-based entities will certainly limit consumer access to the services of 
qualified and licensed insurance benefit professionals. The end result will be missed enrollment opportunities for 
consumers who want the personalized service and advice of a smaller licensed health insurance producer when buying 
individual marketplace coverage. These customers will also lose out on the year-round policy service independent 
agents and brokers provide.   
 
The rule as proposed would also tilt the playing field in the marketplace toward large online enrollment entities, very 
large independent agencies with the financial and technological resources to meet CMS’s web-broker requirements 
independently and direct sales through captive producers employed directly by issuers. Hundreds of thousands of health 
insurance producers and millions of their clients do not fall into those categories. Those producers and their millions of 
clients would be at a distinct disadvantage when it came to promoting, enrolling and servicing clients through the new 
federally facilitated and state partnership exchanges.   
 
Independent producers need and deserve access to the FFM through web-based entities if they feel they would be the 
best way to serve their clients. Unfortunately, it’s clear to NAHU they won’t have the opportunity if the proposed 
§155.220(c)(4) stands. Given that the actions of one potentially negligent producer could possibly cause the termination 
of an entire web-based entity’s agreement to work with the federal marketplace and jeopardize the web entity’s ability 
to provide thousands of other producers with access to the FFM, if this proposed rule is finalized with modification, 
NAHU has reason to believe that most web-based entities will reconsider their relationship with the federal 
marketplace.   
 



 

Leading errors-and-omissions coverage issuers have indicated to our association that they will not be able cover the risk 
that will have to be borne by the web-based brokers. Furthermore, the web-based brokers and subscription-based 
technology companies would need to develop compliance-auditing resources and contracting standards they currently 
do not have in place. In general, their overall liability exposure would be substantially increased. Our members who 
represent these facets of the industry report the financial impact on their companies would be so enormous they will 
have to reconsider their longstanding plans and investment to provide API access to independent agents and brokers.   
 
Fortunately, NAHU believes that there is reasonable solution already available within the context for the proposed rule 
that would both ensure the protection of all exchange-based consumers and ensure that all types of independent agents 
and brokers and their clients will have access to web-based broker services via both general insurance agencies and 
subscription-based services. The proposed rule and other exchange-related guidance issued to date already requires   
potential web brokers to enter into an agreement with CMS affirming compliance with all web-broker requirements 
outlined in section 155.220. Furthermore, existing requirements already establish that traditional individual agents and 
brokers will be required by CMS to complete a training and certification process and attest compliance with section 
155.220. Individually, both web brokers and independent agents are to perform by their agreements, and CMS can 
enforce such agreements exclusively of one another. Further, both entities continue to be regulated by their state 
departments of insurance and bound to compliance with state laws and exchange requirements by their contracts with 
health insurance issuers. Therefore, we do not believe that creating a liability standard that holds the web-based broker 
accountable for the actions of all other subagents accessing the federal marketplace through their API is necessary. 
  
Recommendations  
The final rule should require all traditional agent or brokers accessing and using web broker services to document to the 
web broker that they are certified to sell products via the federal marketplace and have independently entered into an 
agreement with CMS to abide by the terms of Section 155.220 by providing their federal exchange user ID number to 
the web broker.   
 
Web-based entities should be required to verify each subagent’s federal exchange user ID with the federal marketplaces 
before allowing them to use any web-broker connection within their control. This practice will ensure that CMS has 
constant ready access to the list of agents and brokers operating under a particular web broker’s public-facing Internet 
site arrangement. 
  
Should either the independent agent or broker or the web-based entity commit a material breach of their agreement 
with CMS, then CMS, in conjunction with state insurance departments, should address the breach according to the 
terms of the individual or entity’s agreement with the exchange. CMS should also notify all web-based entities that have 
indicated they have provided a point of access to any broker who commits a material breach in a timely fashion, so that 
the web entity may limit the broker’s access as needed. 
 
Similarly, if either the web broker or the independent agent becomes aware of a material breach committed by the 
other, it could and should be required that such a breach be reported to the exchange and the relevant department of 
insurance in a reasonable timeframe. 
 



 

In the case of a material breach on the part of an independent producer, the final rule should specify that the web-based 
entity is required to suspend the independent agent’s access to their API until the matter has been fully resolved by both 
the federal marketplace and the producer’s state department of insurance.      
 
In the event of mild noncompliance, the final rule should specify that an agent may be permitted to access the FFE 
during the informal correction process discussed in proposed 155.220(g). 
 
The final rule should stipulate that neither a web-based broker nor a subagent or subscriber accessing the federal 
exchange through a web-based entity’s API should be held ultimately liable and lose overall exchange access for the 
actions of the other unless they jointly committed a willing and knowing violation. 
 
Agent and Broker Policies and Procedures on Privacy and Security  
NAHU members certainly support the concept that health insurance agents and brokers, and also any other individual or 
entity that advises or assists health exchange insurance consumers, be held to the highest level of privacy and consumer 
protection standards. However, we want to ensure that the FFMs do not needlessly duplicate existing requirements. 
Further, any new exchange requirements should not be overly burdensome and should be consistent with what is 
already being done in the marketplace today.  
 
In addition to our concern about the impact the proposed rules will have on efficient independent agent and broker 
access to the FFM, we also feel that the proposed rule does little to leverage the traditional state role of regulating our 
insurance markets, and instead attempts to somewhat duplicate state authority. The proposed plan to find a producer in 
violation of federal marketplace rules through an informal process ignores existing state laws regarding due process and 
appeals of market conduct violations. Moreover, if CMS does take action against a negligent producer, the proposed rule 
does not appear to require that the federal marketplace communicate these sanctions or concerns to state regulators. 
 
Under the current system of state-based regulation of insurance, there are already substantial accountability processes 
in place to address ethical issues with agent and sub-agent behavior as it relates to consumer protection. Licensed 
health insurance and brokers are already subject to significant federal and state privacy and security and market-
conduct requirements. These include the Gramm Leach Bliley Act (GLBA) financial privacy requirements, the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act’s (HIPAA) health privacy requirements, data security requirements in the 
federal Health Insurance Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) rules, the federal Do Not Call 
requirements and many state-specific privacy laws and regulations. Furthermore, state departments of insurance 
already regulate marketing practices of insurers and insurance producers through regular market-conduct examinations 
and other means. Health insurance agents and brokers already have a personal legal and financial liability to follow all of 
these existing laws and requirements.  
 
It is also important to understand that producers today have contractual relationships with issuers for the distribution of 
insurance. It is through these contracts that additional consumer-protection compliance beyond direct enforcement of 
existing laws is enforced. Issuers require of all of their general agents and agents comply with all marketing, sales and 
service protocols that relate to the legal and financial obligations of the issuers. Producers are, by contract, agents of 
these entities. These entities are also required to abide by the HIPAA, GLBA, HITECH and other requirements, and their 



 

obligation to ensure agent compliance is reflected in the Business Associate and other contractual agreements 
producers sign to represent issuers.  
 
Due to these longstanding contracting procedures, health insurance issuers regularly monitor and audit agent conduct 
and address any allegations from consumers. If they encounter any misconduct, they are legally bound to report to the 
state department of insurance the suspected or confirmed violation.  This is a process that is well-established, and the 
existence of exchange marketplaces will do nothing to change it. The result of these processes is investigations by the 
carriers and the state department, if warranted. Agents and sub-agents are legally bound by their agent/sub-agent 
agreement with carriers, and the terms of these agreements are strictly enforced already today. In many cases, 
unethical conduct results in termination of the carrier contact and, in severe circumstances, legal action by the 
department of insurance, which may include (and is not limited to) restriction or termination of the individual’s 
producer license, fines and other criminal and/or civil remedies. All of these actions would be recorded in an agent’s 
National Insurance Producer Registry’s record so that other state departments of insurance and issuers would be aware 
of a violation and could take appropriate action, if need be. The federally facilitated and partnership marketplaces will 
certainly have access to all of this producer data. 
 
Recommendations 
The final rule should specify any material privacy or security breach or other form of severe noncompliance on the part 
of an agent registered with the FFM will be reported in a timely fashion to the state insurance department that issued 
the producer his or her resident license.    
 
The final rule should stipulate that even in FFM states, the state departments of insurance are the primary regulators of 
producer conduct and that federal regulation of agents and brokers will be limited to exchange-specific matters not 
already covered by state or federal law and not already enforced by the state insurance department. 
 
The final rule should specify a clear process by which the federal exchange will coordinate with state insurance 
departments to enforce the standard of protecting personally identifying information by licensed insurance producers 
registered with the FFM.    
 
NAHU sincerely appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rule, and we look forward to 
working with you as implementation of PPACA continues to advance. If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance to you, please feel free to contact me at 202-595-3676 or jwaltman@nahu.org.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Jessica F. Waltman 
Senior Vice President of Government Affairs 
National Association of Health Underwriters 
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